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Learn how you can safely enjoy all that GARY has to offer.

WALKING AND RIDING AROUND GARY
Cary’s greenways and streets offer options for every mode of travel.

GREENWAYS

These networked, off-road, paved paths are usually 15’ wide and are made of asphalt, concrete, and sometimes wood. Greenways also include a system of connectors that parallel sidewalks通往室内绿道。

SHADDOWS

“Shaded Like A Riverside” are pedestrian sidewalks that signal a shaded low environment for bicyclists and automobiles. These include where sidewalks shade riders while traveling, discourage wrong-way cycling, and limit exposure to excess sunlight.

SIGNED ROUTES

Routen (on wooden signs) can be found on Gary’s greenways. These routes can be found along local streets with lower speed limits and through traffic volumes, and are identified with signs and sometimes pavement markings.

NEIGHBORHOOD BIKE ROUTES

These routes can be found along local streets with lower speed limits and through traffic volumes, and are identified with signs and sometimes pavement markings.

WIDE OUTSIDE LAKES

These routes can be found along local streets with lower speed limits and through traffic volumes, and are identified with signs and sometimes pavement markings.

BIKE LAF

These routes can be found along local streets with lower speed limits and through traffic volumes, and are identified with signs and sometimes pavement markings.

WHERE GREENWAYS MEETS ROAD

Fun for both traveling by bike or passengers who ride a car, you can take one route from the Shaadlow program’s starting point. More information about the area and locations of these traffic signs can be found in the route’s map.

GETTING THE RIGHT FIT

Use the Ears, Ears, Pitch Check to ensure your helmet fits.

HAWK Pedestrian Sign:

The sign is a diamond shape with white and red letters. It is usually mounted on both sides of the road. The sign has a red and white reflexive sign on both sides of the road.
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